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ABSTRACT
In recent years, Software-defined networking (SDN) is emerging and intensively
growth as one of the most promising technologies. The main purpose of SDN is to
allow networks become programmable and automatically. To achieve the objectives
of automatically and programmable, various SDN network applications are
developing by network programmers based on customer's requirements.
Regarding to my Final Year Project, I have developed a Bring-Your-Own-Device
framework over Software Defined Networking in FYP lab. The purpose of my project
is to overcome the issues of users overload and misuse internet resources. In the SDN
network, I am able to control and manage the network using my own developed
application named MySDNApp. This application can allow only registered users
connect to the SDN network access point and router. Moreover, in order to reduce the
misuse of internet resources, MySDNApp also provided the function which restrict to
access different web sites among different users.
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Chapter 1: A Bring-Your-Own-Device Framework over Software Defined Networking

1.0

Introduction
1.1

Introduction of Traditional Network
Few years ago, the network environment has started a tremendous
growth of using high bandwidth requirements services. These services
included cloud services, server virtualization, mobile personal devices,
immense data transfer, etc. In order to adapt those complicated
requirements for today's network trends, we must improve the
functionality of current traditional network.
According to Peter Galvin (n.d.), traditional network is designed in
hierarchical with a tree structure and it is well suit for client-server
network structure. However, according to Open Networking
Foundation White Paper (2012, p.2), today's networks tend to be more
flexible and are with dynamic architecture, transfer immense data with
minimum delay time, etc. Open Network Function White Paper (2012,
p.4) has noted that with the traditional network setting it is nearly
impossible to meet market and user's requirements nowadays because
there are a few number of limitations of traditional networks as
described below.
1.1.1 Limitations of Traditional Network


Complexity of network re-configuration
It is very complicated if one decides to change the structure of
the network in an organization, e.g. removing devices from or
adding devices to a network. To add or remove devices, it has
to be involved multiple devices such as routers and switches.
Moreover, network administrators need to update all protocolbased mechanisms such as ACLs, QoS, VLANs, and etc. These
processes require time to complete and it could interference
organization's network services.



Scalability
Today's networks have become very complex since they
involve thousands of devices such as routers, switches, etc.,
that must be configured by network administrators. With
oversubscription, network can be scaled based on predictable
traffic patterns.
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However, today's network traffic patterns are difficult to predict
and calculate. According to Mary Shacklett (2013), some
companies such as Facebook and Google which operate with
giant network services are dealing with more complex
scalability challenges. Therefore, those companies need
networks that can perform in high performance in a very large
scale so that they can provide better services for customers.


Security
Network administrators have to access privilege account and
configure the network manually. In this case, security is a
concern because administrators have the authority to change the
network configuration such as bandwidth limitations or
protocol prohibit for particular users. These problems could be
caused by improper configuration also.



Hardware and vendors lockdown
Many enterprises are unable to develop and introduce new
services in order to adapt the changing business environments
due to the fixed vendor's equipment structure. Different
vendors have their own network defined software which is
embedded in their equipments. Therefore, network
administrators need extra knowledge about the equipments in
order to configure them.
All of these limitations have to be overcome in order to adapt
the tremendous growth of mobile and cloud technologies in the
market. Thus, new network architecture has to introduced and
deployed to replace traditional network architecture.

1.2

Introduction to Software Defined Networking (SDN)
To adapt complex requirements of current market, there arises a need
for programmable networking which allows network administrators to
control and manage network services through software, and this is
known as software defined networking (SDN). Such network
architecture can perfectly match today's network requirements and
allow network operators to tune the network into their individual
network environment. According to Brandon Carroll (2013), SDN
allows us to decouple the control planes and data planes physically
from a switch or router. With this concept, control plane will function
on a SDN controller and the data planes functions remain in the switch.
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The controller can only communicate with a switch data plane through
a specific protocol (such as Openflow). Moreover, SDN architectures
provide better Application Program Interface (API) and implement into
network services such as routing, quality of service, access control,
bandwidth allocated management and etc. With better APIs between
SDN control and application layer, business applications are easier to
operate on a network. Figure 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 has shown the traditional
and SDN network architecture.

Figure 1.2.1: Traditional network architecture, a switch or router consists of
Control Plane and Data Plane. (Software Defined Networking vs. Traditional
Networking 2013)

Figure 1.2.2: SDN network architecture which decoupled the Data Plane and
Control Plane. (Software Defined Networking vs. Traditional Networking 2013)

According to Nick McKeown (n.d.), a specific protocol is required
when a SDN controller is going to communicate with a data planes
switch. OpenFlow is a new protocol which is purposely designed to
implement with the SDN technology. OpenFlow follows the concept of
flow table, it allowed network traffics to be identified based on the perdefined network rules which are programmed by SDN control software.
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Figure 1.2.3 shows the structure of OpenFlow device and figure 1.2.4
shows the network structure of SDN.

Figure 1.2.3: Network devices with OpenFlow. Note. From 'Training Slides_part
1 - Developing OpenFlow SDN Applications Based on HP ExpertOne Learning
Guide' (2014, p.28)

Figure 1.2.4: Network structure with OpenFlow protocol. Note. From 'Training
Slides_part 1 - Developing OpenFlow SDN Applications Based on HP
ExpertOne Learning Guide' (2014, p.27)
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1.2.1 OpenFlow Table
In Software defined networking, switches and other network
devices which support OpenFlow protocol must have at least a
flow table. The number of flow tables required depends on the
version of Open Flow from version 1.0 to 1.3. The function of
the flow table is to manage the network packets by follow the
action setting. For instance, action can be to drop the packet,
forward the packet to a controller, or to forward the packet to a
specific port, or other possible command. Figure 1.2.5 shows
an example of flow table.

Figure 1.2.5: OpenFlow table attributes. Note. From 'Training
Slides_part1 - Developing OpenFlow SDN Applications Based on HP
ExpertOne Learning Guide' (2014, p.45)

Figure 1.2.6: OpenFlow entries. Note. From 'Training Slides_part1 Developing OpenFlow SDN Applications Based on HP ExpertOne
Learning Guide' (2014, p.48)

The row with green colour is attributes of the flow match fields
while rows with blue colour are flow entries. When a flow goes
into an Openflow table, it will find and match the "Match
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Field" attributes (figure 1.2.6). For instance, if the first flow
entry in figure 1.2.6 match with the flow table's "Match Field"
attribute, it will be forward by follow the flow table's action.
1.2.2 Advantages of SDN (Defined Networking vs. Traditional
Networking 2013)


Centralize control of different vendor's network devices
Centralized control and management of multi-vendor's
network devices such as routers, switches or even virtual
switches are achievable by using SDN software controller,
as long as these network devices can support OpenFlow
protocol. Moreover, with the centralized control of network
devices which are using OpenFlow-base SDN, upgrade and
install new network devices in the network can become
easier because the configurations for every devices are
consolidate even they are from different vendors.



Simple configurations for network services
SDN software application has provided a better user
interface. Kate Greene (2009) noted that network
administrator can use SDN software in their computers to
control and manage the network services such as routing,
quality of service, access control, bandwidth allocated,
traffic flows and etc with just a click on mouse.



Improved management through automation
OpenFlow-based SDN provide us a network automation
management framework which can help to automate most
of the management tasks which are manually done
previously. Furthermore, automate network management
can help to improve network stability and business agility
by reducing operational overhead.
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Programmability can improved network security
Programmability of SDN has provided the network with
ability of automation management. In SDN architecture,
network automation is done through programming code and
the communication between controllers and switches are
encrypted. With the encrypted communication, any human
intervention to the network is not allowed. Additionally, it
can also prevent problems that cause by configuration
mistakes that always made by network administrators.



Increase the rate of innovation
Programmability of SDN allows network operators to
reprogram their network and tune it into their individual
network environment. In order to adapt changing business
environment, network operators can program their own
network to meet particular customer's requirements.
Programmable network also provide the innovation for new
services. Thus, many of the new services and ideas those
are impossible to achieve in traditional network, now they
can done through SDN.
In a nutshell, SDN provide a solution to adapt the
tremendous user's growth of cloud services, server
virtualization, mobile personal devices and etc. Also, in
order to adapt rapidly changing business environment,
performance of current network must be improve to meet
certain requirements. Thus, SDN will be the key solution
and the future trend of network architecture.
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1.3

Project Scope and Objectives
1.3.1 Project Scope
This project is to develop a framework over Software Defined
Networking with a SDN application installed in the
OpenDaylight Hydrogen Controller name MySDNApp. All the
network equipments are setup at FYP Lab N-109. MySDNApp
has the function to allow particular users who had registered
their device's MAC address to connect the SDN network and
access the internet. Besides, MySDNApp also provided the
function to restrict different users to access different web sites.
With this application, we can manage the number of users and
the availability of the network connection in FYP lab.
1.3.2 Problem Statement
There are a few problems that the FYP lab is facing. One of
those is the overload users on the access point and routers.
There are a lot of desktop computers are connecting with the
FYP lab router. Sometimes students and lecturers may bring
their own devices and connect with the FYP lab's wireless
access point or using Ethernet cable to connect the router.
Besides that, there are also many unknown devices which will
connect to the lab's wireless access point and access internet.
These have reduced the network availability in the FYP lab.
Furthermore, sometimes students and staffs could misuse the
internet resources for their own purposes such as downloading,
streaming high quality video and etc. This may reserve all the
bandwidth allocation and cause the network become slowly.
1.3.3 Project Objectives
Main objective of this project is to create a better network
environment for students, lecturers and staffs in FYP lab.
According to Open Network Foundation White Paper (2013,
p.3), SDN router is programmable and it provides automated
provisioning of network connection to accommodate scheduled
and tremendous data transfer. Thus, SDN network is easy to
manage and maintain. With the MySDNApp we have
developed, we can control users who are eligible only to
connect the wireless access point and router to prevent them
from users overload. Besides that, with the function of restrict
different users to access different web sites can help to reduce
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the network misuse among users and improve the network
availability. The last objective of my project is to encourage
other students to extend and explore the SDN. With a well
developed framework over SDN, students can explore and
extends the current SDN system by create some functions or
application with their innovative idea.
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2.0

Literature Review
2.1

Open Source Virtual Software Router
Software Router is a lower cost option to accommodate expensive
hardware router but it only provide moderate performance. The
software router that is running in a virtual environment is defined as
virtual software router. Because it is open source and free, users do not
constraints by the hardware and vendors. However the software router
provides only limited functions and its moderate performance is not
capable of supporting a large network such as a campus network, cloud
network, and etc. Compared to the software router, network defined
networking has the advantages to support a large and big data network
because network administrator can define whatever network functions
they want by develop SDN application. Moreover, the performance of
SDN network is surely better than software router because the SDN
network requires more expensive devices such as switch which can
support SDN and more powerful server. Thus, we decided to choose
SDN as our project title because it has better performance and capable
to support campus network. Below are 2 examples of software router.
2.1.1 Vyatta (vyatta.org 2008)
Vyatta is a Linux based routing software which is open source
and developed by the Vyatta Company in year 2005. Vyatta
support of large panel of normalized network protocols and it
can improve the network security. Because of it is free and
open source, it can be audited by other external companies in
case of the security issues and almost everyone can solve these
issues. However, Vyatta is less functionality such as VPN
compared to the commercial router products.
2.1.2 VyOS (vyos.net 2013)
VyOS is an open source Linux based software router which is
running in virtual environment. Besides, a free and open source
routing platform that competes directly with other
commercially solutions are provided by VyOS. Because VyOS
is running on any x86 based hardware in 32 bit or 64 bit, so it is
able to be used for cloud deployments.
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2.2

Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
According to Open Network Foundation White Paper by Don, Peter
and Andy (2012, p.5), Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) is
based on the concept of SDN and they are complementary. However,
they do not depend upon each other. NFV provides a new method to
design, implement and manage networking services.
Different from SDN, NVF decouples networking functions such as
network address translation (NAT), intrusion detection service, domain
name service (DNS), and etc. NVF is designed to improve the
networking components which are required to support a virtualized
infrastructure. These infrastructures included virtual servers, storage
and other networks. It is use to virtualized network functions in highvolume service, switch and storage hardware.
According to Sterling Perrin et. al. (2013, p.3), the main advantage of
NVF is reducing operating and capital expenses by consolidate the
network equipment and reduce the need to purchase specific hardware.
Besides, it also reduces the space and energy consumption of hardware.
All these benefits are because the network function is executed by
software but not hardware anymore. However, NFV is only target and
benefits to the service provider networks and ignore the public sector
site such as cloud, campus and etc. At the end, we decided to choose
SDN over NFV as our project title because the reason of the targeted
customers. Below are the comparison between NFV and SDN.

T
a
b
l
e
2
.

Decouple

Targeted
Customers

SDN

NFV

Control Plane and Data
Plane from network
switch
Targeted big data
network, campus
network, cloud and etc.

Network functions, eg.
NAT, DNS
Targeted service provider
network and ignore public
sector site such as cloud
and campus network

2
Table 2.2.1: Comparison between NFV and SDN.
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3.0

Method and Technologies involved
3.1

Method Involved
In this project, we will choose rapid application development
methodology because it can develop product faster and with higher
quality.
PPDIOO is a Cisco methodology which uses to apply in network
services implementation and design. It is stands for prepare, plan,
design, implement, operate and optimize which are the 6 stages to
define the continuous life-cycle services in a network. In the other
hand, PPDIOO has provided us some benefits. The main benefit is to
lower the total cost of ownership. In the early stages, we can evaluate
and determine the technology requirements and we can make a plan to
change the requirements before design the network proposed.
Moreover, PPDIOO can also increase the network availability and the
speed access to services and applications. Below are the 6 stages of
PPDIOO. The cycle of PPDIOO methodology has shown in the Figure
4.1.1.

Figure 3.1.1: The life cycle of PPDIOO Methodology.
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3.1.1 Preparation
Prepare stage discuss about the organizational requirements,
network strategy development and technologies that is use to
support the network architecture. This stage can constitute a
justification of financial for the network strategy by assessing
and evaluating the network strategy and organizational
requirements. I am going to define the requirements of to
setting up the SDN BYOD framework and application design
in this stage.
3.1.2 Planning
Plan stage is use to discuss about the initial network
requirements based on facilities, user needs, goals and etc. This
stage also uses to determine and evaluate whether the existing
SDN controller can support the MySDNApp application.
Additionally, a good project plan can help to manage and
execute project's tasks with more efficiently and effectively. In
plan stage, I will also determine all the tasks and functions that
are require in my application.
3.1.3 Design
In this stage, design specification is the foundation for
implementation. Thus, design specification should meet the
business and technical requirements. It is concern about
reliability, availability, scalability, security, and performance. I
will start to create and design the functions of the application.
3.1.4 Implementation
This stage is concern about all the operations and
configurations. If there are any changes in this stage, it must be
inform to all the team members first. After that we made the
require modifications in plan and design stages. After the
design stage, I will start to upload and configure MySDNApp
in OpenDaylight SDN controller.
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3.1.5 Operation
This stage included maintains the network condition and status
through routine operations. These tasks included monitoring
performance of difference devices and equipment, reports
generating, maintenance and etc. I am going to monitoring and
maintaining the MySDNApp application after the installation. I
should ensure the application is in good condition and can
perform routine activities without any problem.
3.1.6 Optimization
Optimize stage is a proactive network management. It is use to
identify and resolve the problems encounter before it affect the
whole system. If there is necessity, we can go back to previous
stages such as plan and design to make modifications and solve
the problems. After that we can test the changes in operate and
optimize stages. Proactive network management allow us to
find and solve any problems in the BYOD framework and
MySDNApp application before it becomes serious.
3.2

Technology Involved
According to Lee Doyle (n.d.), software-defined network does not
require any special SDN switches but the controller (a computer with
Virtual Machine) need a specific protocol that uses APIs (application
programming interfaces) to configure switches within the network.
However, different vendors have their unique way to implement SDN.
In this project, I am going to develop a Bring-Your-Own-Device
framework over SDN with an application named MySDNApp.
The devices we are going to use are HP Switch 2920-24G which
supports OpenFlow 1.0 and later version in an OpenFlow-only network,
a TP-Link Wireless Access Point, and a Cisco router model 1841. The
communication between all the network devices must use IPv4
addresses because the OpenDaylight controller does not support
devices with IPv6.
Furthermore, Mininet, Eclipse LUNA, and Ubuntu 12.04 are required
for me to develop and test the MySDNApp application. Mininet can
used to create a virtual network and generate network traffic. I will use
Eclipse Junior with Java Programming Language to develop the
application. After that I will install the SDN controller software OpenDaylight Hydrogen in a server running Ubuntu 12.04 Operating
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System. In the end, we will test and run the MySDNApp application in
a real network environment instead of a virtual network environment
created by mininet. Below are the descriptions for all the hardware and
software we will be use in the project.
3.2.1 OpenDaylight Hydrogen Controller Software
Minimum Hardware Requirements





Processor: 3.0 GHz x86-64 quad core processor
RAM: 8 GB
Disk Space: 40 GB
Ethernet NIC: One 1 Gbps Ethernet NIC

Recommended Hardware Requirements





Processor: 3.0 GHz x86-64 16-core processor
RAM: 32 GB
Disk Space: 64 GB
Ethernet NIC: One 10 Gbps Ethernet NIC

Software Requirements






OpenFlow version supported: OpenFlow 1.3.1
Operating System: Ubuntu 12.04 LTS 64-bits Server
Java version: Patch 25 of Java 7 JRE or later version
Supported Web Browser: Google Chrome
30.0.1599.101m
Internet services must be available in order to download
the controller software and other prerequisite software

3.2.2 MySDNApp
This is a SDN application that developed by us will be installed
in the OpenDaylight Hydrogen controller software. Since this is
an OSGI bundles java project, we are required to use the
Maven to build and compile the project. This application
provided the functions which allowed only registered users
(register with device’s MAC Address) to connect the SDN
network and restriction of web sites accessibility among
different users. Moreover, it also provide the basic function to
forward packets within the SDN network.
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Software Requirements for MySDNApp:



Eclipse LUNA
Maven 3.0 or later version

3.2.3 Additional Hardware




TP-Link Wireless Router
Cisco Router with Model 1841
HP SDN Switch 2920-24G

HP SDN Switch model 2920-24G is the core equipment in this
project because it provided the SDN and Openflow function.
The TP-Link Router will be used to connect the HP Switch and
provide the wireless access point for users. The Cisco Router
1841 is use to connect the HP Switch and route all the network
traffic from the SDN network in order to gain internet
connection.
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3.3

Gantt Chart
3.3.1 FYP 1 Gann Chart
Week
Task

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14

Review of other SDN Applications
Understanding Open Flow Table
Develop SDN Applications With Simple Functions
Identify Application Functional Modules
Develop Project Application
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3.3.2 FYP 2 Gantt Chart
Week
Task

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14

Develop Main Functions for Project Application
Project Application Testing and Debug
Completed Project Application Demo
Project Reports and Documentations
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4.0

System Design
4.1

System Architecture
Control Plane
MySDNApp

Flow
Changes

Packet
Action

Message

Device

Switch

Process Packet

Data Plane (Hardware)
Network Switch
Network Switch

Forward Packet to
Controller

Listener APIs

Response APIs

SDN Controller

Send Instruction
to Switch
Figure 4.1.1: System Architecture of MySDNApp and SDN Controller.
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Figure 4.1.1 is the architecture of the whole system which included
hardware switch, SDN controller, and MySDNApp Application. From
the hardware switch, every time it has received a new packet it will
forward to the SDN controller. The SDN controller has the Listener
APIs to handle the packet and send it to the MySDNApp Application.
After that, the application will process the packet and define which
action should be done such as create a flow or ignore the packet. This
instruction will send back to the hardware switch through the Response
APIs of SDN controller.
4.2

Functional Modules of MySDNApp


start()
A module that uses to inform network administrator MySDNApp
has started.



stop()
A module that uses to inform network administrator MySDNApp
has started.



parseMacAddress()
This module is use to translate the mac address from String type to
byte. It will return the Mac Address in bytes.



intToInetAddress()
This module is use to translate every raw packet to an ip address
object. It will return the ip address in bytes.



btyeToString()
In order to display the Mac Address on the OpenDaylight console,
we need this module to translate the Mac Address to String type. I
will return the Mac Address in String type.



receiveDataPacket()
When the packet has sent from the switch to controller,
receiveDataPacket() is required for MySDNApp in order to capture
the raw packet and decode it in the further process. This is the main
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module in MySDNApp that provide the core functions which give
the instructions such as drop the packet, create flows, remove flows
and etc.

4.3

Modules to Setup the SDN Network in FYP Lab


Install OpenDaylight Hydrogen in Server Computer
Since OpenDaylight is an open source SDN controller platform, we
can easily find the download source from internet and install it into
the server computer which is running Ubuntu 12.04 64 bits Linux
operating system.



Create VLANs and Openflow Instance in HP Switch 2920-24G
In order to enable the openflow, an openflow instance and VLAN
must be created. We have created an openflow instance named
"Opendaylight" and configured the VLAN 20 as a member in the
"OpenDaylight" intance. In my project, The SDN controller will be
remains in the default VLAN while the VLAN 20 will be assigned
to the "Opendaylight" instance. All the configurations are done
through the HP switch console.



Configure Cisco Router model 1841
The main purposes of the Cisco router 1841 are to create a trunk
port between the HP switch and itself in order to allow different
packets among VLANs route to the internet. Also, to access the
internet, Network Address Translation (NAT) has been configured
in the Cisco router in order to translate the IP addresses from
different VLAN network into the public IP.



Setup and Configure TP-Link Wireless Access Point
Since the HP switch 2920-24G does not has the function to
broadcast wireless connection, so we decided to connect a TP-Link
wireless access point to the HP switch. The wireless access point
will broadcast its Service Set Identifier (SSID) and enable the
wireless connection to the wireless devices nearby the FYP lab.
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4.4

System Flow Chart
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5.0

System Implementation
In order to implement my project system, there are 2 essential parts I need to
complete which are software and hardware setup.
5.1

Hardware Setup
5.1.1 SDN Network Topology
To develop a framework over SDN, the first part that I need to
do is design and set up a SDN network with real equipment.
Below is the SDN network topology.

Figure 5.1.1.1: SDN Network Topology.
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5.1.2 HP 2920-24G Switch
Based on the SDN topology, I have designed 2 VLANs which
are VLAN 1 and 20. I have assigned port 5 to port 12 to VLAN
20 while others ports are remain with default VLAN which is
VLAN 1 except the Port 23. Port 23 has been set as a trunk port
that allows the traffic from both VLAN 1 and 20 to pass
through. Also, HP Switch 2920-24G use a Fast Ethernet cable
to connect the Cisco Router 1841 though Port 23.

Figure 5.1.2.1: The device on the second row with light on is HP Switch
2920-24G while the device at the top is Cisco Router 1841.
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Figure 5.1.2.2: The configuration for HP Switch 2920-24G in terminal
console.
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5.1.3 Cisco Router 1841
Cisco router 1841 has been set as a role that helps to connect
the SDN network with the internet. Since there are 2 VLANs
from the SDN network are required to connect the internet, so
that I have configured a Network Address Translation (NAT) in
the Cisco router. Moreover, a static route is required to
configure in the Cisco router in order to route the both VLANs'
traffic out of the SDN network and go to internet.

Figure 5.1.3.1: Cisco Router 1841.
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Figure 5.1.3.2: The configuration for HP Switch 2920-24G in terminal
console.
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5.1.4 TP-Link Wireless Access Point
In order to provide the wireless connection for the users, I have
set up a TP-Link wireless access point. This access point is also
acting as a Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP) server
which can automatic assign IP addresses for users. Based on
the figure 5.1.1, the wireless access point is directly connected
to the HP Switch on Port 9 with Fast Ethernet cable and it is
belong to VLAN 20 with IP address 192.168.20.1.

Figure 5.1.4.1: TP-Link Wireless Access Point

5.1.5 SDN Controller
A desktop computer with Ubuntu 12.04 operating system is
used as the SDN controller in my project. Based on the figure
5.1.1, the SDN Controller is directly connected to the HP
Switch on Port 1. It belongs to the VLAN 1 and its IP address
is 192.168.1.12.

Figure 5.1.5.1: Desktop Computer that act as SDN Controller.
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5.1.6 Mobile devices and Laptop
Three devices will be using in my project system demonstration.
There are 2 mobile devices, Lenovo and HTC smart phones
which will connect to the wireless access point and will be
assigning with dynamic IP addresses. Another device is a
Lenovo Laptop which will directly connect to the HP Switch
with a Fast Ethernet Cable and its IP addresses is
192.168.20.12. All these 3 devices belong to VLAN 20.

Figure 5.1.6.1: Smart Phones which will connect to the SDN Network
through wireless connection.

Figure 5.1.6.2: Lenovo Laptop which will connect directly to HP Switch.
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5.2

Software Setup
5.2.1 OpenDaylgiht Controller Software
OpenDaylight is an open source SDN Controller software, so
that it is totally free. Below are the steps to install
OpenDaylight Controller software in the Controller Desktop.
Step 1: Open terminal and type in command “apt-get update”.
Step 2: Type in “apt-get install maven git openjdk-7-jre
openjdk-7-jdk”.
Step 3: Type in “git clone
http://git.opendaylight.org/gerrit/p/controller.git” to download
the OpenDaylight Controller.
Step 4: After the download process, go to the specific folder
location by type in “cd
controller/opendaylight/distribution/opendaylight”.
Step 5: Type “mvn clean install” to build the opendaylight
folder.
Step 6: Export the Java home by command “export
JAVA_HOME=/usr/lib/jvm/java-1.7.0-openjdk-amd64”.
Step 7: Now the OpenDaylight Controller has fully installed in
the Controller Desktop.
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5.3

System Operation
5.3.1 Start OpenDaylight Controller Software
To activate and start the OpenDaylight controller, we need to go the
specific location in: “/home/fyp109/controller/opendaylight/
distribution/opendaylight/target/distribution.opendaylightosgipackage/opendaylight” and type in “./run.sh” in the terminal.
Figure 5.3.1 is the command to start OpenDaylight while figure 5.3.2
is the output after the activating process.

Figure 5.3.1.1: Command to start the OpenDaylight Controller.

Figure 5.3.1.2: Output after the activating process.
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After the activating process, we can now go to the user interface of
OpenDaylight. In the Google Chrome browser address bar, type in
“192.168.1.12:8080” since my controller desktop is using 192.168.1.12
as the IP address. The username and password to login OpenDaylight
are both “admin”. Figure 5.3.3 is the login page of OpenDaylight.

Figure 5.3.1.3: Login page of OpenDaylight.

Figure 5.3.1.4: User Interface of OpenDaylight
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5.3.2 Activate Openflow Protocol in HP Switch 2920-24G
To start the SDN network and Controller Software, I had to
create an Openflow instance and a Controller using the terminal
console and enable them with some specific command. Below
are the print screens that show the output after connected the
HP Switches and the SDN Controller desktop computer. Based
on the figure 5.3.1.1, the “opendaylight” operation status is up,
this indicate that the Openflow protocol in the HP Switch has
enabled.

Figure 5.3.2.1: Output that
"Opendaylight" has enabled.

show

the

Openflow

instance

According to the figure 5.3.1.2, the Connection Status with
“Connected” and Connection State with “Active” are indicating
that the connection between controller and HP Switch has
established.

Figure 5.3.2.2: Output that show the connection between HP Switch
and SDN Controller has successful.
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5.3.3 Install MySDNApp into Controller
After connected the SDN Controller with HP Switch, we have
installed our SDN application named "MySDNApp" into the
OpenDaylight Controller Software through the terminal console.
After the installation process, we have started the application
with command "start 265" since the application ID is 265.
Figure 5.3.2.1 is the print screens of installation and activating
process of the MySDNApp.

Figure 5.3.3.1: Install MySDNApp in OpenDaylight terminal console
with
command
"install
file:/home/fyp109/workspace/MySDNApp/target/ MySDNApp-0.1.jar".

Figure 5.3.3.2: Output which show successfully installed MySDNApp.
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Figure 5.3.3.3: Use "start 265" as the command to start MySDNApp.

After all the installation activating process, we can observe the
SDN network topology in the OpenDaylight controller page in
Google Chrome Browser.

Figure 5.3.3.4: Web Page which shown the SDN network topology.
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5.4

Concluding Remarks
This chapter consists of the entire hardware and software setup
configuration which are very important in order to operate the SDN
network. However, MySDNApp is the only main application which
will implements the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) concept into the
SDN network.
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6.0

System Evaluation and Discussion
6.1

System Testing and Performance Metrics
The system testing is done through separately in 3 phases. In order to
test the connectivity in a network, Ping test is the best solution since it
is not time consuming and simple to setup. Before we start the tests,
some precautions should be done in order to ensure the accuracy of the
test result. Below are precautions which must be done before the test
and Table 6.1.1 is the hardware list with IP Address.
Precautions:
 Make sure all the hardware including mobile devices and laptops
can connect to a Local Area Network (LAN) and Wide Area
Network (WAN) without problem.
 Make sure the 2 mobiles devices can connect to the wireless access
point.
 Make sure all the Fast Ethernet cables are well function.

Hardware
HP Switch 2920-24G
TP-Link Wireless Access Point
Cisco Router 1841

Controller Desktop (VLAN 1)
Lenovo Laptop (VLAN 20)
HTC smart Phone (VLAN 20)
Lenovo Smart Phone (VLAN 20)

IP Address
192.168.1.11 (VLAN 1)
192.168.20.11 (VLAN 2)
192.168.20.1 (Wireless Access Point /
DHCP Server)
Gateway for VLAN 1 - 192.168.1.254
Gateway for VLAN 20 - 192.168.20.254
Gateway for Internet - 192.168.209.250
192.168.1.12
192.168.20.12
192.168.20.x (Dynamic IP assign by
DHCP Server / wireless connection)
192.168.20.x (Dynamic IP assign by
DHCP Server / wireless connection)

Table 6.1.1: Hardware List with IP Address.
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6.2

Testing Setup and Result
6.2.1 Phase 1
In Phase 1, we will test the connectivity in the network without
enables the Openflow protocol in the HP Switch. Which means
in order to start a SDN network, the Openflow protocol must be
enable otherwise the network will only act as a normal network.
Table 6.2.1.1 is the result of Ping test in Part A.
HP
292024G
Switch
HP 292024G
Switch
TP-Link
Wireless
Access
Point
Cisco
Router
1841
Controller
Desktop
Lenovo
Laptop
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Lenovo
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Table 6.2.1.1: Phase 1 Ping Test Result ( = success,  = fail)

During Phase 1, ping tests between all devices are successful.
This indicated that the network has work perfectly in both LAN
and WAN (internet access).
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6.2.2 Phase 2
In Phase 2, we will enable the Openflow protocol in the HP
Switch and test the connectivity in the SDN network. Table
6.2.2.1 is the result of Ping test in Phase 2.
HP
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HP 292024G
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Table 6.2.2.1: Phase 2 Ping Test Result ( = success,  = fail)

Based on the Ping test result in Table 6.2.1.1, there are a lot of
ping failure as well as ping success. If we read into details, the
ping test from or to VLAN 1 are almost 100% success while
the ping test from or to VLAN 20 are almost 100% fail.
According to the Chapter 4.3.2 - Create VLANs and Openflow
Instance in HP Switch 2920-24G, we have assigned the VLAN
20 as a member of the Openflow instance named OpenDaylight.
In this case, any network packets from or to the VLAN 20 must
followed the Openflow flow table in the HP Switch. Since we
did not install any flows into the Openflow table and it is totally
empty, so that the Switch will automatically drop all the
network packets.
From the table, we will also found that HTC and Lenovo smart
phones which are belong to VLAN 20 can ping each other
while they cannot ping the Lenovo Laptop which is also
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belongs to VLAN 20. Based on the Figure 5.1.1.1 - SDN
Network Topology, the HTC and Lenovo smart phones are
connected to the TP-Link Wireless Access Point through
wireless connection while the Lenovo Laptop is directly
connected to the HP Switch using Fast Ethernet cable. Same as
the Lenovo Laptop, the access point is also connected to the HP
Switch using Fast Ethernet cable. In this scenario the ping test
between both smart phones are successful because the network
traffic does not need to pass through HP Switch during the ping
process. While the ping test between smart phones and Lenovo
Laptop are fail because whoever wants to send or receive the
network packet from Lenovo Laptop, the network packet must
pass through the HP Switch.
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6.2.3 Phase 3
In Phase 3, we will focus test whether MySDNApp can be well
performing and functioning in the Controller. We will do some
changes in the SDN network topology by adding one wireless
device (HP Laptop) into the network. Moreover, we will also
install the SDN application MySDNApp into the SDN
Controller by following the instructions in Chapter 5.3.2 Install MySDNApp to the Controller. The Ping Test in Phase 3
will start after all the preparations have done. Also, the
descriptions of MySDNApp are stated in Chapter 3.2.2 MySDNApp.
Phase 3 Preparations:
1. Add one wireless device into SDN network
2. Make sure the HP Laptop can connect LAN and WAN
without problem
3. Make sure the HP Laptop can connect to the TP-Link
Wireless Access Point
4. Register the MAC Address of Lenovo Laptop, Lenovo
Smart Phone and HTC Smart Phone as well into
MySDNApp. (No need to register HP Laptop’s MAC
Address)
5. Set the white list and black list web sites for particular
users in MySDNApp
 Lenovo Laptop: Can access all websites except
UTAR WBLE and UTAR Home Page
 Lenovo Smart Phone: Can access only UTAR
WBLE and UTAR Home Page
 HTC Smart Phone: Can access all websites
6. Install SDN application MySDNApp into Controller
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Table 6.2.3.1: Phase 3 Ping Test Result ( = success,  = fail)

From Table 6.2.3.1, all the ping tests of HP Laptop has failed
because we did not register its MAC Address into the
MySDNApp. So that packets from HP Laptop will drop
automatically.
For the Controller, we found that all the ping tests are success
except the ping test with VLAN 20. In a traditional network,
the Controller should be able to ping all devices in the VLAN
20. However in SDN network, VLANs which is the member of
Openflow instance are unable to communicate with the
Controller’s VLAN due to the security issue. In this case
VLAN 1 is Controller’s VLAN while VLAN 20 is the member
of Opendaylight (Openflow instance in HP Switch).
The ping test results for the 3 devices are affected by the 5th
Phase 3 preparations. For the Lenovo Laptop, the ping tests
show that it can access any websites except UTAR WBLE and
UTAR Home Page. While for the Lenovo smart phone, it can
only access UTAR WBLE and UTAR Home Page. From the
ping results of HTC smart phone, we know that it can access all
the websites including the UTAR WBLE and UTAR Home
Page.
All ping test results in those 3 phases are completely same as
what we expected and it has indicated that our project is well
performing and functionality.
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6.3

Project Challenges
Nothing can be done easily without challenges, as well as my project.
During the project development process, I have had a hard time by
encountered a lot of problems. One of the main challenges for me is to
setup and configuration all the network devices such as HP Switch,
Cisco Router and others. At first, I need to design and create a virtual
network using the simulator software which is Packet Tracer and make
sure the simulation network can performed well. After that, I can only
start to create a real network environment with configured network
equipments based on what I have done in the simulation. During the
hardware configuration process, all configurations must be 100%
correct otherwise it will cause a lot of problems to the network.
Moreover, to configure HP Switch 2920-24G is difficult and
complicated than I expected. I have to find the HP Switch User Manual
and read through it in order to configure VLAN, Openflow protocol,
Trunking, and others. This is a time consuming process since I need to
use more time on debugging the problems caused by hardware devices.
The other challenge that had made me suffer is related to the
programming part with Java Language. As we know, one of the key
points in SDN is the application. Based on my project objectives, I
have to develop a SDN application using Java Language in order to
implement the Bring-Your-Own-Device concepts in my project. At the
beginning, I am using the HP SDN Controller Software instead of the
OpenDaylight Controller Software. Although I am very familiar with
Java Language programming but still I feel very strange on the SDN
application programming code and there is also not much available
materials from the internet. At first, I have no idea how to code a
simple SDN application even a simple application which will display a
message of “Hello World”. And then I have no idea on how to use the
specific SDN functions. Moreover, even I have done a simple
application but the testing result always reply me with unexpected or
even no response.
Luckily, everything has changed since I swap the HP SDN Controller
to OpenDaylight Controller. There are a lot of materials related to the
OpenDaylight, I even found a tutorial on how to develop a simple SDN
application which will display the “Hello World” message. Thus, it is
easier for me to gain the knowledge on how to start and develop a SDN
application by using the OpenDaylight SDN Controller in my project.
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6.4

SWOT
Strengths
 Does not required any human intervention once the
MySDNApp has installed
Weaknesses



MySDNApp does not has any Graphical User Interface
Need to reinstall MySDNApp whenever there are new users
registered

Opportunities
 Traditional network will replace by SDN network in the future
 Innovative in SDN applications based on network users’
requirements
 Provide opportunities for students to extend my current SDN
system
Threats




Network administrators are required extra knowledge related to
SDN (How to manage SDN Controller Software such as HP
SDN Controller, OpenDaylight Controller and etc.)
Security issues due to no authentication process are required
for users
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6.5

Objectives Evaluation
All 3 objectives of my project are achieved successfully as indicated
below:
1. Solve the user overloads issue on the wireless access point and
routers.
 By implemented the BYOD concept in my project,
MySDNApp has designed to provide the function to control
the number of users. With this function, the SDN network
can allow only registered users to connect.
2. Reduce network misuse among users
 To achieve the objective to reduce the misuse of network,
MySDNApp has also designed to provide the functions
which can control the websites accessibility among
different users.
3. Develop a well designed SDN network with real equipments
 With the well developed framework over SDN in FYP Lab,
students have encouraged to extend my current SDN
application - MySDNApp or to develop a whole new SDN
application with their innovative idea.

6.6

Concluding Remarks
Based on testing result in Chapter 6.2, it has indicated that the system
is well performing as the results are highly as expected. In a nutshell,
the final outcome of this project is highly successful since all 3
objectives were met.
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7.0

Conclusion and Recommendation
7.1

Conclusion
Based on the study we have done for software defined networking in
the pass few months, we do agree that it has a very high potential to
become the future network trends. With SDN, we can develop and
design different application based on our requirements to manage or
solve the network problems. For example, we have developed
MySDNApp with BYOD and websites restricted functions since my
project objectives are to solve users overload and network misuse
issues. In a nutshell, with a new solution to manage network, SDN has
the abilities to help people achieve more possibilities based on their
innovative ideas.

7.2

Recommendations
There are few ways to enhance my current SDN application –
MySDNApp since it has some drawbacks that I still could not solve.
The recommendations are indicated as below:
1. Provide the Graphical User Interface (GUI).
 Since MySDNApp does not provide any user interface, thus
we have to do some changes in the application source code
in order to add a new registered user.
2. Design and create a database to store registered MAC Addresses.
 Also, we can enhanced MySDNApp by create a database to
store user’s MAC Address. A database to store registered
MAC Addresses should be created when there are a large
amount of users in the SDN network.
3. Create a new authentication process which uses other metrics such
as student ID, staff ID and etc.
 MySDNApp is using the MAC Address to filter
unauthorized access and it is highly vulnerable to the
security attack. Since the device’s MAC Address can be
change easily so that unauthorized users might take this
advantage to gain access to the SDN network.
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8.0
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